Web search queries are the starting point to access the contents in the WWW for most of the users. Capturing the user intent behind a query statement is crucial for any search engine and is equivalent to figuring out the category to which the query belongs to. In this paper, we analyze a classification system that uses web directory search results as an extended feature of the query. A comparison with glossary based mapping showed that our work outperforms it by a reasonable margin. We also show by experimentation that choosing the right parameter for the search results gives a reasonable improvement in ranking.
INTRODUCTION
Web queries through search engines act as the window to the world of internet for most of the internet users. The intention behind the query though trivial to the user is a mystery to the search engine. Ambiguity inherent in the words of various languages, a short average length of 2.6 terms per query and changing nature of the web language escalates the problem. So identifying the category of the web search query is the major challenge in returning the right set of web search results and in inserting the most appropriate advertisement along with the web search results.
Using web search results and directory search results for web query classification is an active area of research [1] [2] . Shen et.al enriched the query by taking the categories returned by the Google directory service and ODP (Open Directory Project). The categories were then mapped to target categories through a process of extended and glossary based mapping. But due to the low recall achieved by the above mentioned synonym based mapping, SVM with a linear kernel was used to classify the web documents returned for the query [1] . But this model required the classifier to be retrained every time the target category was changed. In a later work, along with web knowledge a bridging classifier which needed to be trained only once was used with the intermediate taxonomy [2] . This paper deals with using the web knowledge and specifically directory services to categorize queries. The main objective of this paper is to classify web search queries with directory search result and to analyze the best practices to be adopted when directory services are involved. The first hurdle to cross is the translation of the categories returned by the directory services to the required target category. Direct or exact mapping of the singular and plural forms of the categories was exploited by Shen et. al to map the directory search result categories to the required target category [1] [2] . This resulted in low recall due to the fact that not all categories of the directory services share keywords in the target category. So categories were expanded using wordnet and subsequently mapped. This when experimented by us showed that the numerous possibility of unrelated words creeping in resulted in a reduction of the number of relevant categories. Vogel et.al decided to opt for a semi-automatic category mapping strategy where the categories themselves were passed as queries to the web directory search engine to get a list of recommended mappings which were manually scanned to form appropriate rules for subsequent mapping [3] . But this obviously needs a training phase, every time the intermediate category changes. So we have adopted an approach which eradicates the need for training the intermediate category every time the intermediate category changes.
Another major objective of the paper is to analyze the number of search results to consider since it is crucial in improving the precision and recall. When it comes to finding the target categories of the search result, it is also mandatory that the categories are ranked in the increasing order of relevance to the query. This necessitates the ranking of the categories for which three factors of the search results are considered. The previous researchers have given high priority to the order of the categories in the directory search result, assuming that the position of the search result denotes the degree of relevance of the query to the search result [1] [2] [3] . In our paper we have taken three factors namely the position, the frequency of occurrence and a combination of position and frequency to figure out that factor which gives the best result.
PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OVERALL APPROACH
The problem can be stated as follows: Map a query q to an ordered set of categories tc i where the ordering denotes the rank of the category. Each tc i is a multilevel category with the specificity increasing as we traverse down the hierarchy. This procedure is summarized in figure 1.
CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY
The classification methodology adopted is discussed in detail in this section. But when the queries were passed through ODP, it was found that it returned results for far less number of queries than the popular search engines. It was then decided to consider Google which uses ODP to extract the features due to the wide popularity it enjoys [5] . But the fact that the Googleapis did not support the mining of the categories resulted in us considering the next popular search engine, namely Yahoo. Intermediate categories ic i retrieved by passing query through yahoo directory search.
Feature Extraction

Direct and Wordnet based Mapping
Direct_count initially 0, stores the number of times a tcw ijk is mapped directly
First_level_target_category initially 0 records the first level target category which is mapped in FLSM(icw ijk ,tcw ijk ) Similarity_measure_target_category_count initially 0, stores the number of times a tcw ijk is mapped using wordnet, i.e. SM(icw ijk ,tcw ijk ) Output :
Required target category
Step 1: Tokenize ic i "s into ics ij "s
Step 2 : For every j in ics ij , perform steps 3 to 10
Step 3: Tokenize ics ij "s into icw ijk
Step 4: For every k in icw ijk which are not stopwords, perform steps 5 to 10
Step 5: Increment Direct_count of the tcw ijk which matches by Direct Matching DM(icw ijk ,tcw ijk ) for every i,j,k in tcw ijk
Step 6: For every k which has no result in DM(icw ijk ,tcw ijk ), perform steps 7 to 10
Step 7: Calculate FLSM(icw ijk ,tcw ijk ). This would give an unambiguous viewpoint of the possible first category.
Step 8: Increment First_level_target_category for tcw ijk which returns Max(FLSM (icw ijk ,tcw ijk ))
Step 9: Calculate SM(icw ijk ,tcw ijk ) between the intermediate category term and every tcw ijk Step10: Increment Similarity_measure_target_category_count of the tcw ijk which returns Max(SM(icw ijk ,tcw ijk ))
Step 11: Arrange tcs ij in descending order of Direct_count, First_level_target_category, Similarity_measure_target_category_count
Step 12: If tcs ij in the top position is of first level, then a. Search for a high ranking subcategory of tcs ij and thus decide the tc i b. If no such tcs i is found, put the subcategory as "Others"
Step 13: Else, take the corresponding first level category of tcs ij
Semantic Similarity Measure
The
of terms associated with the target categories was used. When experimented, it was found that due to ambiguity the thesaurus and other external lexicon had a high level of straying. This is attributed to the reduced precision and recall as has been shown under experimentation and results.
The problem under consideration is to find the similarity between the terms in the intermediate and the target categories to facilitate the category mapping. Six wordnet based techniques were taken and based on their performance in the benchmark Miller-Charles and Finkelstein dataset, one technique was ultimately selected. Based on Wordnet, two classes of measures namely, similarity and relatedness can be used to compare words [7] . A measure is said to be similarity based if the relatedness between concepts (represents a single distinct sense) is measured based on hypernyms and hyponyms. These relationships are specified only for noun and verb pairs and so these measures are limited to only these parts of speeches. Since they are based on the is-a hierarchy, path length based approaches which calculate the shortest distance between the edges in a graph are used for this purpose. The shorter the distance, the more similar are the words. Another approach used in the measures of semantic similarity is based on information content. This approach has its foundation on the reasoning that semantic similarity between words increases as the amount of information shared between them increases. Since wordnet is ontology, the common information is contained in the lowest common concept that subsumes both. The intermediate and target category terms are purely nouns or verbs and so five measures of semantic similarity are considered in this paper. Three information content based semantic similarity measures proposed by Resnik [8] , Lin [9] and Jiang and Conrath [10] and two path length based techniques proposed by Leacock and Chodorow [11] and Wu and Palmer [4] were contenders.
The measures of semantic relatedness are based on supplementary information like the gloss, meronyms and holonyms. The adapted Lesk technique which uses the definitional glosses and the relations in Wordnet was tested for possibly employing it in query classification [12] based on the correlation of the similarity measures against human ranking, Adapted Lesk was singled out ignoring the similarity measures proposed by Jiang and Conrath, Leacock and Chodorow, Lin, Resnik and Wu and Palmer. But it was found that Adapted Lesk took a much longer time to calculate the similarity measure than Wu and Palmer which came second. So considering the trade-off between the time to get the result and accuracy Wu and Palmer algorithm was chosen. But not much of a compromise was made since Wu and Palmers method was almost on par with Adapted Lesk as can be seen in section 4.0.
Ranking
Each target category is assigned a weight w p (tc i ) based on its position in the search results. With the highest priority assigned to the max(w p (tc i )), the target categories are ranked. When two or more tc i occur in different positions, the first occurring tc i is considered. This parameter is usually used by researchers [1] [2][6] and we considered two more parameters for ranking and analyzed the best parameter. The second parameter is the frequency of occurrence of the various target categories, namely w f (tc i ). The target categories are now ranked with the tc i with max(w f (tc i )) getting the top rank. 
Comparison between the wordnet similarity measures
To filter the best wordnet based semantic similarity measure to consider, two commonly used datasets were taken. The Miller-Charles dataset with 38 human subjects evaluating 30 pairs of words and the Finkelstein dataset with 13 human experts evaluating 352 pairs of words were considered for the purpose of comparison. Spearman"s rank correlation coefficient and Kendall"s rank correlation coefficient were used to find the correlation between the base datasets and the values returned by the six similarity measures under consideration. The results are as tabulated in table 1 and table  2 . The results as tabulated in table 1 and table 2 , suggest that the Adapted Lesk technique has the highest correlation with the rating of the human experts. So based on the correlation coefficients, it was decided to use the Adapted Lesk technique to find the similarity between words in the intermediate and target categories. But it was found that Adapted Lesk took a considerably long time when executed on a machine. So it was decided to take the next best algorithm and ultimately Wu and Palmer was used as the Wordnet similarity measure.
Training Dataset and Test Dataset
There is no available benchmark dataset to check the category into which a query falls. The KDDCUP competition held in 2005, gave 67 target categories into which the queries had to be ranked. Also a sample of 111 queries and their ranked categories were made available. These 111 queries with their categories were taken as the training data. The test dataset is from an AOL query log with a 500K user session collection. It consists of 5 fields namely, anon id, the given query, date and time at which the query was submitted, the rank of the item clicked and the clicked URL. The nature of the test dataset is given in table 3. Of the 1012 queries, 16.60079% of the queries gave only web result and 0.49407116% was noisy queries which had neither web search nor directory search result. To test the data, 1012 queries were given to 2 human evaluators and they were asked to classify the queries into the 67 target categories. To evaluate the manual and automated classifiers, micro-averaged precision, recall and F1 measure are used. The metrics can be defined as follows: RelC ExpC (6) F1 is the harmonic mean between precision and recall.
Based on the manual categorization, the precision and recall of each manual classifier was calculated with respect to every other manual classifier. The results obtained are as tabulated in table 4. The low precision and recall achieved shows the inherent difficulty in analyzing the web query category. The category differs according to the human perception and so our intention is to create an automated technique which is nearer to 0.5. Table 5 is used to compare the performance of the two automated methods namely, glossary based and wordnet based mapping. The wordnet based mapping has proved itself to outperform the glossary based method adopted by previous researchers. Figure 2 makes an analysis of the performance of the three parameters position, frequency and position/frequency in ranking the categories. The x-axis has the number of search result pages returned and it is plotted against the number of categories that are ranked the same in the manual and automated classifiers. The third parameter which combined position and frequency was found to be far above the other two parameters, thereby giving an ideal choice of parameter to choose while considering search results.
Fig. 2. Performance of the three parameters in ranking categories
Figure 3 makes an analysis of the wordnet based classifier on the basis of the above mentioned metrics. The analysis shows that the break off point is 40 search result pages and that the precision improves after 30 result pages. The recall is comparatively higher due to the fact that more the search result pages considered, more the chances of correct categories getting assigned. The relatively low precision obtained can be due to many factors like the difference in the interpretation of a query and the inability of wordnet to process phrases. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Web directory search result categories are mapped to the target category using Wordnet and the results when analyzed with glossary based mapping was found to yield a better precision and recall. Three parameters namely the position of the category, the frequency of occurrence of the category and a combination of the position and frequency was used to rank the categories and the third parameter was found to give the best results. A detailed experimentation of the usage of different number of search result pages showed that the results touched their peak performance at 40 search result pages. These results are useful in the categorization of queries since they would help to return the best possible results in the first few pages of the search engine. In future, web search results will also be taken, since they are factor in achieving a improved precision and recall. Also various other features like the query log can be analyzed for the effective classification of the queries.
